Appendix A: Frequently Asked Questions on Section 117 Reporting

Q: What is a foreign source for purposes of HEA Section 117? Are U.S. subsidiaries and affiliates of foreign entities considered to be a foreign source?
A: Under HEA, Section 117, foreign source means:
   (A) A foreign government, including an agency of a foreign government;
   (B) A legal entity, governmental or otherwise, created solely under the laws of a foreign state or states;
   (C) An individual who is not a citizen or a national of the United States or a trust territory or protectorate thereof; and
   (D) An agent, including a subsidiary or affiliate of a foreign legal entity, acting on behalf of a Foreign source;  

ED does not consider an individual who has dual citizenship that includes United States citizenship to be a foreign source under 20 U.S.C. 1011f(h)(2)(C).  

The term includes subsidiaries and affiliates (see subsection D) of a foreign legal entity acting on behalf of a foreign source. While there might be circumstances in which a subsidiary or affiliate of a foreign entity is not acting on behalf of that foreign entity, for ease of reporting and consistency, UW–Madison departments and intermediary organizations should treat all affiliates and subsidiaries of foreign legal entities as foreign sources for purposes of HEA Section 117 reporting.

Q: How do I know if a source is a subsidiary or affiliate of a foreign entity?
A: ED requires institutions to perform due diligence and “make a good faith effort” to make the determination. Since affiliate relationships are not always obvious, for all transactions entered into after December 31, 2019, UW–Madison departments can request that a sponsor or donor complete a questionnaire, available here. The department or intermediary organization should make its own determination with information supplied by the sponsor/donor or with information otherwise at the department’s or intermediary’s disposal.

Q: Are we supposed to report all receipts from foreign sources to the Division of Business Services, or just those that add up to $250,000 or more from a single foreign source?
A: All receipts from foreign sources are to be reported to the Division of Business Services. DoBS will review all receipt information provided by the entire institution and intermediary organizations to determine whether receipts from each foreign source meet or exceed the reporting threshold.

---

3 20 USC § 1011f(h)(2)
4 See “Response to Public Comments (60-day notice)”, page 5, on ED’s HEA Section 117 site (https://www2.ed.gov/policy/highered/leg/foreign-gifts.html)
Q: What are examples of contracts that should be reported to Department of Education?
A: Contracts include sponsored research contracts and grants, service contracts, revenue-generating contracts such as fee-for-service contracts, leases, barters, intellectual property license fees, data or materials sold, tuition for students, and other agreements involving the inflow of funds or property to UW–Madison from a foreign source.

Q: Do we need to report contracts and agreements where we are paying a foreign entity?
A: In Department of Education’s April 13, 2020⁵ response to public comments, ED interprets the definition of contract to exclude a contract involving the transfer of funds FROM an institution TO a foreign source.

Q: Do we need to report property or services received from a foreign source by way of donation or barter?
A: Any property or services received as a donation from a foreign source that were not reported to the Division of Business Services through the Gift in Kind process for any reason are to be included in the Section 117 reporting. Property or services that were reported to DoBS through the Gift in Kind process will be captured by DoBS. Any property or services received from a foreign source through a barter or exchange agreement are to be included in the Section 117 reporting.

Q: Do we need to report amounts received from foreign sources at UW Foundation or UW System Trust Funds?
A: DoBS will request and collect any potential reportable information from UW Foundation and the UW System Office of Trust Funds, as well as other intermediary organizations. Campus departments/divisions do not need to report amounts received at organizations outside of UW–Madison.

Q: Do we need to report receipts from foreign sources where there is no signed contract in place? For example, invoiced products or services?
A: Yes, all receipts from foreign sources must be reported to the Division of Business Services. DoBS will determine what foreign receipts are reported to the Department of Education based on institution wide information.

Q: HEA Section 117 refers to gifts and contracts only; how do we report grants?
A: Grants are considered contracts for the purpose of HEA Section 117 reporting.

⁵ See “Response to Public Comments (60-day notice)” at https://www2.ed.gov/policy/highered/leg/foreign-gifts.html
Q: How would we know if a gift or contract meets the definition of “Restricted or conditional gift or contract”?
A: Most contracts and gifts to UW–Madison would likely not meet the conditions for a “restricted or conditional gift or contract.” An example of a contract that does meet the Restricted/Conditional definition is one that requires the establishment of an institute as a condition of funding, as opposed to generalized support for a variety of research projects or students. Research contracts (which include grants) from a foreign source in support of a research project proposed and defined by UW–Madison must be reported under HEA Section 117, but do not normally meet the definition of a “Restricted or conditional gift or contract.”

Q: What happens if we’ve signed a contract and it is later amended to increase or decrease the dollar value UW–Madison will receive from the foreign source?
A: The Department of Education has not provided guidance regarding this type of scenario. Until it does, UW–Madison is treating each calendar year independently for reporting purposes. Any transactions or receipts within the same calendar year from the same foreign source will be evaluated on whether they, in aggregate, meet or exceed the reporting threshold. If any transactions or receipts occur in a subsequent calendar year, they will be considered independently of the original transactions or receipts. See Example 5 below.

Q: How do we calculate amounts aggregated by sponsor?
A: Institutions must report contracts with or gifts from the same foreign source that have a value of $250,000 or more, considered alone or in combination with all other gifts from or contracts with that foreign source within a calendar year. UW–Madison departments or intermediary organizations should therefore report all foreign source gifts and contracts (regardless of the amount) to the Division of Business Services, who will then sum up all the values to determine if the threshold has been met. The final contract signature date or gift acceptance date should be used to determine which contracts or gifts to report in a given reporting period. The examples below show how to calculate the totals. Note that reporting start and end dates are only required for contracts; only the receipt date is required for gifts.

Example 1
A UW–Madison department receives the following three distinct contracts from foreign source A in the January - June reporting period.

- Award 1 – Contract $90,000 Received 2/3/19 (Start Date 2/2/2019 – End Date 11/30/2019)
- Award 2 – Grant - $100,000 Received 3/8/2019 (Start Date 1/12/19 – End Date 12/30/2019)
- Award 3 – Clinical Trial - $110,000 Received 6/1/2019 (Start Date 3/3/2019 – 3/3/2024)
Since the aggregate of all gifts and contracts by sponsor ($300,000) for the time period to be reported exceeds $250,000, the department would report all three transactions to DoBS.

UW–Madison would include a total of $300,000 from foreign source A in its July report to ED.

**Example 2**
In the January - June reporting period, an intermediary organization receives a total of $200,000 from foreign source B, and $60,000 from the same foreign source in the July - December reporting period.

The intermediary organization would include $200,000 from foreign source B in the Jan. - June report to DoBS. However, it would not be included in UW–Madison’s Jan. – June report to ED, because it does not meet the $250,000 threshold. The tally from the first six months of a calendar year rolls over to the next six months of a calendar year for the purpose of determining whether a foreign source should be reported, so the intermediary organization would include $60,000 in the July – December report to DoBS.

UW–Madison would then include the entire $260,000 in the July - December report (submitted in January for the previous calendar year) to ED.

**Example 3**
In the January - June reporting period, a UW–Madison department receives a total of $800,000 from foreign source C, and $300,000 from the same foreign source in the July - December reporting period.

Since the department should have already reported the $800,000 from foreign source C to DoBS in the January - June report, only the additional $300,000 needs to be reported to DoBS in the July-December report. In other words, values previously reported should not be repeated.

UW–Madison would include $800,000 in its July report to ED and $300,000 in its January report to ED.

**Example 4**
An intermediary organization reported $800,000 in support from foreign source D in the January - June reporting period, and then receives another award for $60,000 in the July - December period.

The organization should report to DoBS the additional $60,000 in the July - December report.

UW–Madison would include $800,000 in its July report to ED and $60,000 in its January report, because it needs to capture all amounts in excess of $250,000 in a calendar year.
Example 5
In 2020, a UW–Madison department receives a contract of $400,000 from foreign source E. The department reports the amount to DoBS, and UW–Madison would include the contract in its report to ED.

In 2021, the same UW–Madison department receives an amendment of an additional $100,000 to the original contract from foreign source E. The department reports the amount to DoBS. UW–Madison does not include the $100,000 amendment in its report to ED, because the amount received in 2021 does not meet or exceed the $250,000 threshold.